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Abstract. In this article, a method for selecting paradigms, viewed as solu-
tion domain concepts, appropriate for given application domain concepts
is proposed. In this method, denoted as multi-paradigm design with fea-
ture modeling, both application and solution domain are modeled using
feature modeling. The selection of paradigms is performed in the process
of feature modeling based transformational analysis as a paradigm instan-
tiation over application domain concepts. The output of transformational
analysis is a set of paradigm instances annotated with the information
about the corresponding application domain concepts and features. Ac-
cording to these paradigm instances, the code skeleton is being designed.
The approach is presented in conjunction with its specialization to AspectJ
programming language. Transformational analysis performed according to
the AspectJ paradigm model enables an early aspect identification.
1 Introduction
A quarter of a century since the Robert W. Floyd’s Turing Award Lecture
on paradigms of programming [1], there is no common agreement on the
precise meaning of the term paradigm in the field of software develop-
ment. In spite of that, it has been widely used to denote any distinctive
enough approach to programming or software development in general.
However, as software has finally to be expressed in the form of a program
written in one of the programming languages, it is not surprising that the
term paradigm is related mostly to programming languages as such.
Programming languages are often categorized according to paradigms
they support. This is being done especially according to some of the more
widely accepted paradigms, namely procedural, functional, logical, and
object-oriented programming. Having several paradigms, each of which
has some advantages over the other ones, has naturally lead to the idea
of integrating or combining several programming languages, each of which
supports some paradigm, into one, multi-paradigm programming language.
It is important to note that advantages of a paradigm are relative to
the problem being solved. A multi-paradigm programming language itself
does not help in multi-paradigm design, which is concerned with the is-
sue of selecting a paradigm appropriate for the problem being solved.
This issue is addressed by the method proposed in this article, multi-
paradigm design with feature modeling (MPDFM). MPDFM is based on
the small-scale paradigm view, in which paradigms are understood as
solution domain concepts. A solution domain is a domain in which a so-
lution is to be expressed. Although some intermediate design notations
may be considered as solution domains, too, the ultimate solution domain
is a programming language. In a programming language understood as
a solution domain, solution domain concepts correspond to programming
language mechanisms.
By sticking to the small-scale paradigm view, MPDFM avoids the prob-
lems connected with the lack of precise definitions of the popular, large-
scale paradigms [2,3]. Small-scale paradigms can be represented as con-
figurations of commonality and variability [3]. For this, MPDFM employs
feature modeling, which enables to explicitly deal with variability of con-
cepts. Feature modeling is applied also to the application domain, the
domain being solved.
The two feature models, the application and solution domain one, en-
ter transformational analysis in which application to solution domain map-
ping is being established. This mapping is expressed in the form of yet
another feature model consisting of the paradigm instances annotated
with the information about corresponding application domain concepts
and features which determines the code skeleton. The whole process is
captured in Fig. 1. In a detailed design and implementation that follows
MPDFM, methods specific to the large-scale paradigms pointed to by the
small-scale paradigms selected in transformational analysis can be em-
ployed.
The rest of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 provides
the necessary information on feature modeling in MPDFM. Section 3 de-
scribes solution domain feature modeling and shows its use to capture
aspect-oriented mechanisms of the AspectJ programming language. Sec-
tion 4 describes transformational analysis based on feature modeling and
demonstrates its application using the AspectJ paradigm model. Section 5
describes briefly code skeleton design. Section 6 discusses related ap-
proaches. Section 7 concludes the article.
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Fig. 1. Multi-paradigm design with feature modeling.
2 Feature Modeling for Multi-Paradigm Design
Feature modeling is a conceptual domain modeling technique in which
concepts in a domaind, understood broadly as an area of interest [4,5],
are being expressed by their features taking into account feature interde-
pendencies and variability in order to capture concept configurability.
The origins of feature modeling can be traced back to FODA method [6].
Apart from the mentioned Czarnecki-Eisenecker generative programming,
FODA feature modeling has been adopted and adapted by several other
domain engineering approaches to software development [7,8,9,10,11,12].
Some work has been devoted primarily to extending feature modeling as
such (with respect to UML) [13,14], or even to formalize it [15].
Feature modeling used in MPDFM is based on the Czarnecki-Eise-
necker feature modeling employed in generative programming [16,17]. It
has been adapted and extended to fit the needs of MPDFM by enabling
concept instantiation with respect to instantiation time with concept in-
stances represented by feature diagrams. Further, it brings in parameteri-
zation in feature models, enables to represent constraints among features
by logical expressions, and introduces concept references to enable to
deal with complex feature models (see [18] for details).
This section will provide the necessary information on feature mod-
eling in MPDFM invoking an example of an application domain concept
on which further aspects of the method will be demonstrated. An exhaus-
tive description of the feature modeling for multi-paradigm design may be
found in [18,19].
Feature modeling is based on the notions of concept and feature. A
concept is an understanding of a class or category of elements in a do-
main. Individual elements that correspond to this understanding are called
concept instances. A feature is an important property of a concept [17].
In general, a feature may be common, which means it is present in all
concept instances, or variable, which means it is present only in some
concept instances.
2.1 Feature Diagrams
Feature diagrams are the most important part of a feature model which
also may contain information associated with concepts and features and
constraints and default dependency rules associated with feature dia-
grams. An example of a feature diagram is presented in Fig. 2. This fig-
ure shows a feature diagram of the text editing buffer concept (adapted
from [20], originally inspired by [4]). A text editing buffer represents the
state of a file being edited in a text editor. This is modeled by a manda-
tory feature (File), which is denoted by a filled circle ended edge. Each
text editing buffer employs some memory management scheme to deal
with files larger than the working memory (Memory Management), which
is also modeled by a mandatory feature. Also, each text editing buffer
loads and saves its contents into a file, maintains a record of the num-
















Fig. 2. The feature diagram of the Text Editing Buffer concept.
On the other hand, debugging code might be useful during the de-
velopment of the text editing buffer, but would probably be undesirable in
the final product. Thus, it is modeled by an optional feature (Debugging
Code), which is denoted by an empty circle ended edge.
A text editing buffer will use exactly one of the available character
sets (Character Set). This is specified by alternative features (ASCII, UNI-
CODE. . . ), which are denoted by an empty arc. Note the brackets around
the Character Set feature’s name. This means that it is an open feature; it
is expected to have further variable subfeatures. In this case, they would
represent other character sets in the group of alternative features, which
is indicated by ellipsis placed at this group.
The alternative features just described are actually mandatory alter-
native features. There are also optional alternative features of which one
or none must be selected. A mixed mandatory-optional alternative feature
group is also possible, but its semantics are the same as if all the features
were optional alternative.1
Feature diagrams may also contain or-features, which are denoted by
a filled arc (see Fig. 3b). Any non-empty subset or all of the features can
be selected from the set of or-features. Having an optional features in
a group of or-features would change all its features into simple optional
features.
A concept can be referenced as a feature in another or even in its
own feature diagram, which is equivalent to the repetition of its feature
diagram in the place of the reference. The R© mark2 follows the names
of concept references in order to distinguish them from the rest of the
features. The features Memory Management R©, File R©, and Debugging
Code R© in Fig. 2 represent concept references; Fig. 3 shows the feature
diagrams of the corresponding concepts.
Note that, with exception of feature references, feature names have
no absolute meaning and equally named features may represent different
things. However, no names should be repeated among sibling features,
nor among concepts that belong to one feature model.
2.2 Feature Binding
For a variable feature either binding time or binding mode has to be
specified. The binding time describes when a variable feature is to be
bound, i.e. selected to become a mandatory part of a concept instance.
1 This process is being denoted as feature diagram normalization [17].




















Fig. 3. File (a) and Debugging Code concept (b) feature diagram.
It is determined in terms of the binding times available in the solution do-
main. These usually include: source time, compile time, link time, and run
time [4].
At the time of application domain modeling, the solution domain may
be unknown or it may be undesirable to pollute the application domain
feature model with solution domain details. In that case, using the bind-
ing mode instead of the binding time is more appropriate. The binding
mode describes how a variable feature is bound from the perspective of
a running program. A variable feature may be bound statically, in which
case it cannot be unbound and rebound, or dynamically, in which case its
binding is fully controlled at run time. Other, more specific binding modes
may be defined as well, e.g. changeable binding as an optimized dynamic
binding [17].
Consider again the Text Editing Buffer concept (presented in Fig. 2);
all its variable features are statically bound. The alternative file type fea-
tures of the File concept in Fig. 3a are bound dynamically because we
need to be able to change the output file type at run time. On the other
hand, it is sufficient to determine the presence of the debugging code
parts at source or compile time, so the corresponding or-features in Fig. 3b
are bound statically.
2.3 Constraints Associated with Feature Diagrams
Feature diagrams define the main constraints on feature combinations
in concept instances. Since feature diagrams are represented as trees,
in all but simplest cases it is impossible to express all the constraints
solely by a feature diagram. Remaining constraints are introduced in a list
of constraints associated with the feature diagram. Also, a list of default
dependency rules may be associated with each feature diagram in order
to specify which features should or should not appear together by default
(details available in [18,19]).
To avoid ambiguities, constraints are specified by predicate logic ex-
pressions. In such an expression, a feature name f stands for is in in-
stance(f), a predicate which is true if f is embraced in the concept in-
stance, and false otherwise. Feature names should be qualified to avoid
name clashes, but since each expression is associated with a specific
feature diagram, the domain and concept name are unnecessary. Some
examples of constraints associated with feature diagrams will be intro-
duced in Sect. 3.2.
2.4 Concept Instantiation
A general definition of a concept instance with respect to instantiation time
is given here. An instance I of the concept C at time t is a C’s specializa-
tion achieved by configuring its features which includes the C’s concept
node and in which each feature whose parent is included in I obeys the
following conditions:
1. All the mandatory features are included in I.
2. Each variable feature whose binding time is earlier than or equal to t is
included or excluded in I according to the constraints of the feature di-
agram and those associated with it. If included, it becomes mandatory
for I.
3. The rest of the features, i.e. the variable features whose binding time
is later than t, may be included in I as variable features or excluded
according to the constraints of the feature diagram and those asso-
ciated with it. The constraints (both feature diagram and associated
ones) on the included features may be changed as long as the set of
concept instances available at later instantiation times is preserved or
reduced.
4. The constraints associated with C’s feature diagram become associ-
ated with the I’s feature diagram.
A concept may be instantiated in a top-down or a bottom-up fashion.
The top-down instantiation starts by the inclusion of the concept node;
then inclusion of each feature whose parent has been included is consid-
ered. The bottom-up instantiation starts at leaves and proceeds towards
the root; a feature may be considered for inclusion only if the set of its fea-
tures selected for inclusion is correct according to the feature variability
defined by the feature model.
A concept instance is represented by a feature diagram derived from
the feature diagram of the concept by showing only the features included
in the concept instance. A concept instance is regarded as a concept and
as such may be a subject of further instantiation.
During instantiation, concept references are treated as regular fea-
tures. As such, they may appear in concept instances if they are not re-
placed by the diagrams of concepts they reference prior to instantiation.
In case of an open feature whose form of expected variable subfea-
tures is specified, the instance may contain any number of the subfeatures
of the specified form. If this description is missing (as with the Character
Set feature in Fig. 2), during instantiation, an open feature is considered
as any other non-open feature.
3 Solution Domain Feature Modeling
This section describes how to apply feature modeling to a solution domain
understood as a programming language in order to obtain its paradigm
model, which is necessary for performing transformational analysis. Re-
call that the term paradigm in MPDFM denotes a solution domain concept,
which, in turn, corresponds to a programming language mechanism.
Solution domain feature modeling starts with paradigm identification.
The paradigms that can be used directly at the topmost level of programs,
i.e. directly usable paradigms, are identified first, e.g. the class paradigm
in AspectJ programming language [21].3 All other paradigms are indi-
rectly usable paradigms. In AspectJ, an example would be the method
paradigm, which, unlike the class paradigm, can be used only inside of a
class or aspect.
There may be several levels of indirectly usable paradigms. However,
the first-level indirectly usable paradigms would probably be sufficient.
This issue must be solved with respect to the purpose of the paradigm
model: its use in transformational analysis. It is not feasible to model all
the language constructs as paradigms. Much of such low-level paradigms
3 The AspectJ paradigm model is valid for the AspectJ language definition version 1.1.1 (which
remains unchanged in the version 1.2 [21]).
would never be used during transformational analysis because the appli-
cation domain feature model would be far less detailed. For example, a
method in AspectJ may contain an assignment construct, so there could
be the assignment paradigm. On the other hand, an application domain
feature model would hardly mention assignments, so having the assign-
ment paradigm in the paradigm model is futile.
After identifying directly usable paradigms, binding times (see Sect. 2.2)
of the solution domain should be identified. Following that, the first-level
paradigm model may be created (Sect. 3.1) and the paradigms may finally
be modeled (Sect. 3.2).
3.1 First-Level Paradigm Model
The directly usable paradigm references should appear as features of the
solution concept. If a paradigm may appear more than once in a program,
its reference should be introduced in the solution domain feature diagram
in plural, otherwise in singular.4 The variability of the paradigm references
should be determined according to the restrictions posed by the program-
ming language. If the paradigm reference is a variable feature, its binding
time (usually source time) should be determined, too. Finally, initial con-
straints among paradigms may be determined.
As example, consider the feature diagram of the first-level AspectJ
paradigms in Fig. 4. All the directly usable paradigms of AspectJ are mod-
eled as source time bound optional features of an AspectJ program as a
solution concept. Modeling of these directly usable AspectJ paradigms
leads to indirectly usable paradigms (which would appear as their fea-
tures), namely method, overloading, pointcut, inter-type declaration, and
advice.
Classes(R) Interfaces(R) Inheritances(R) Aspects(R)
AspectJ Program
Fig. 4. First-level AspectJ paradigms.
4 Plural forms should be defined with respect to singular forms (see [18,19] for details).
3.2 Modeling Paradigms
Each paradigm is considered to be a concept and thus it is presented
in a separate feature diagram created according to the solution domain
related information. Paradigms that may be used in the paradigm being
modeled should be referenced by it. If a paradigm enables instantiation,
it should be modeled as a feature (or features). If the feature is variable,
its binding time has to be selected among the binding times identified in
the solution domain. If none is appropriate, a new binding time should be
established.
After creating an initial feature model of a paradigm, feature combina-
tions and interactions should be analyzed to determine constraints and,
possibly, identify new features (as proposed in [17] for feature modeling in
general).
If some feature’s subtree is repeated, it should be factored out as a
concept into a separate feature diagram and referenced as needed. In
a solution domain feature model, this concept may be a paradigm. If it
doesn’t appear to be a paradigm, it may be considered as an auxiliary
concept.
Much of the paradigms correspond to the main constructs, i.e. struc-
tures, of the programming language (e.g., the class in AspectJ). In trans-
formational analysis, there may be an application domain concept node
that matches with the root of such a structural paradigm. Thus, it is possi-
ble that no application domain node will match with the root of a structural
paradigm. This is especially inherent to the aspect paradigm in AspectJ,
which will be introduced in Sect. 3.2.5
Besides structural paradigms, there are also paradigms that are about
the relationship between some language structures. AspectJ examples
include inheritance (a relationship between classes), overloading (a rela-
tionship between methods), and advice (a relationship between the ad-
vice code, i.e. its body, and the join points it affects). In transformational
analysis, no application domain node will match with the root of such a
relationship paradigm.
Three related paradigms from the AspectJ paradigm model—the as-
pect, advice, and pointcut paradigm—will be presented here to illustrate
the process of paradigm modeling.
5 Examples of aspect paradigm instances without application domain nodes matching their roots


























Fig. 5. The aspect paradigm in AspectJ.
Aspect. The aspect paradigm (see Fig. 5) enables to articulate related
structure and behavior that crosscuts otherwise possibly unrelated classes,
interfaces, and other aspects (only static aspects are allowed) into a named
unit. An aspect is similar to a class in the sense that it also embodies re-
lated structure (fields) and behavior (methods). But this structure and be-
havior is used only to support the crosscutting, which is achieved by two
paradigms an aspect is a container of: the advice and inter-type declara-
tion. In addition, the pointcut paradigm is used to specify the join points
(where the aspect is to be attached).
As classes, aspects can also be instantiated, but the instantiation is
automatic. By default, an aspect is a singleton, i.e. there is a single aspect
per Java virtual machine. Furthermore, it is possible to declare that an
aspect instantiates per each of the specified objects (executing or target
ones) at any of the join points specified by a pointcut or per each flow
of control (as it is entered or below it) of the join points specified by a
pointcut.
Aspects can be privileged in order to override the access rules of the
elements they crosscut. The aspect paradigm enables employing (inside
of it) the same paradigms as the class paradigm beside inter-type decla-
rations and pointcuts, which have a special position in it.
The parts of an aspect (without considering inheritance) are known at
source time, which means that all the variable features presented in Fig. 5
have source time binding.
The following constraint is associated with the aspect paradigm fea-
ture diagram:
final ∨abstract
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Fig. 6. The advice (a) and pointcut (b) paradigm in AspectJ.
Advice. Inside of an aspect, the advice paradigm (see Fig. 6a) may be
used to articulate the actions to be performed in the context of the join
points specified by the pointcut. An advice provides a piece of code (in its
body) to be run before, after, or in place (around) of a pointcut. The body
of an advice is similar to the body of a method. It can use the join points
context exposed by its pointcut.
An after advice can run after the execution of each join point specified
by the Pointcut R© completes normally, after it throws an exception, or after
it does either one. In the last case, no matching based on the type being
returned or exception being thrown can be made.
An around advice returns a value which will replace the original one at
each join point specified by the Pointcut R©. The original join point return
value may also be captured and returned, modified or not, by letting the
original join point execute inside of the advice body. However, this AspectJ
paradigm model does not go into such details as they could hardly be
used in the transformational analysis.
Pointcut. The pointcut paradigm (see Fig. 6b) enables to specify the join
points. Two kinds of join points exist: static and dynamic join points. Both
are specified at source time, but are really determined later; static join
points, such as method calls or executions, are determined at compile
time, while dynamic join points, such as all method calls performed by an
object of some type, may be determined only at run time. This means that
the Static join points.Join points feature has compile time binding, while
Dynamic join points.Join points has run time binding.
A pointcut is a logical expression formed out of primitive pointcuts and
the pointcuts already defined. It can be named or not (if it is specified
directly in the place of its use). A pointcut can expose the context, i.e. an
object or its fields, caught by some of the primitive pointcuts.




which mean that an abstract pointcut cannot have a body (or vice versa),
and that an access type can and must be specified in case a pointcut is
named, respectively.
Type
Class (R) Interface (R) Aspect (R)
Access
private protected public package
(a) (b)
Fig. 7. The type (a) and access (b) concept.
The two auxiliary concepts referenced in the paradigms mentioned
above are presented in Fig. 7. The variable features in Figures 5–7 whose
binding time has not been explicitly introduced have source time binding.
4 Transformational Analysis
Transformational analysis in MPDFM is a process of finding the correspon-
dence and establishing the mapping between the application and solution
domain concepts. It is performed as a paradigm instantiation over ap-
plication domain concepts at source time. The input to transformational
analysis are two feature models: the application domain one and the so-
lution domain one. The output of transformational analysis is a set of pa-
radigm instances annotated with the information about corresponding ap-
plication domain concepts and features. Before presenting the process of
transformational analysis and providing an example of it, the key issue
of it—paradigm instantiation over application domain concepts—will be
explained.
4.1 Paradigm Instantiation Over Application Domain Concepts
In a paradigm instantiation over application domain concepts, a paradigm,
i.e. a solution domain concept, is being instantiated in a bottom-up fashion
(see Sect. 2.4) with inclusion of some of the paradigm nodes being stip-
ulated by the mapping of the nodes of one or more application domain
concepts to them in order to ensure the paradigm instances correspond
to these application domain concepts.
Not all nodes of application domain concepts need to be mapped. An
inner6 application domain concept node may act as an auxiliary node to
ease the categorization of subfeatures. A feature represented by such a
node may have no counterpart in the solution domain.7 Such nodes will
be denoted as mediatory.
Further, there may (and usually will) be a mismatch in detailedness
between the application and solution domain feature model. If solution
domain feature model is more detailed, features of some paradigms or
even some indirectly usable paradigms will not be mapped to in transfor-
mational analysis, but in spite of that they may be included in paradigm in-
stances if determined so from the application domain concept semantics.
In case of the application domain feature model is more detailed, there
may be no corresponding nodes of the solution domain feature model
for some of the non-mediatory nodes or even whole application domain
concepts.
Any other non-mediatory feature diagram node of an application do-
main concept has to be mapped to the corresponding node of a paradigm
instance. In general, only the correspondence between the nodes of the
same category may be considered, i.e. between two concepts or between
6 An inner node is a non-root and non-leaf node.
7 However, there may be other mappings in which such a feature would be mapped.
two features (note that concept references are also features). Further, se-
mantics of the two nodes have to correspond to each other.
The binding times of the nodes being mapped must correspond. For
the purposes of the binding time comparison, mandatory features are
treated as if they have the earliest binding time the solution domain pro-
vides (which is usually the source time, as discussed in Sect. 2.2). The
binding time correspondence may mean equality, but it may be relaxed
to mean that the binding time of the paradigm feature may not be earlier
than required by the application domain concept feature (as that would
“only” afect the execution time).
If binding modes were used in the application domain analysis instead
of binding times, then the correspondence between the application do-
main binding modes and the solution domain binding times has to be
established. However, in most cases, run time binding corresponds to dy-
namic binding mode, and the rest of binding times correspond to static
binding mode.
In addition, if features are bound later than at the instantiation time,
constraints on their variability must correspond, too. To a certain extent,
during the instantiation of a paradigm, its constraints may accommodate
to the constraints of an application domain concept (as far as they obey
the rules defined in step 3 of concept instantiation introduced in Sect. 2.4).
Each mapping between the nodes should be recorded in the form of
an annotation, which is graphically presented by connecting the nodes
with a dashed line. Annotations other than the feature diagram nodes of
an application domain concept should be introduced in dashed boxes. For
example, some paradigm features may have specific values intended for
use in the code skeleton design (e.g., a name of the class).
4.2 The Process of Transformational Analysis
For each concept C from the application domain feature model, the fol-
lowing steps are performed:
1. Determine the structural paradigm corresponding to C:
(a) Select a structural paradigm P of the solution domain feature model
that has not been considered for C yet.
(b) If there are no more paradigms to select, there may be a level
mismatch: C may correspond to a paradigm feature, and not to
a paradigm itself. Unless C has been factored out as a concept
in step 1d, continue transformational analysis considering C only
as a feature of the concepts where it is referenced, and not as a
concept. Otherwise, the process has terminated unsuccessfully.
(c) Try to instantiate P over C at source time. If this couldn’t be per-
formed or if P’s root doesn’t match with C’s root, go to step 1a.
Otherwise, record the paradigm instance created.
(d) If there are unmapped non-mediatory feature nodes of C left, factor
out them as concepts (introducing concept references in place of
the subtrees they headed) and perform the transformational analy-
sis of them. Subsequently, regard them as concept references in
C’s feature diagram and reconsider the paradigm instance created
in step 1c.
2. If there are relationships (direct or indirect ones) between the con-
cept node of C and its non-mediatory features not yet mapped to rela-
tionships between the corresponding paradigm feature model nodes,
determine the corresponding relationship paradigms for each such a
relationship:
(a) Select a relationship paradigm P of the solution domain feature
model that has not been considered for a given relationship in C
yet. If there are no more paradigms to select, the process has
terminated unsuccessfully.
(b) Try to instantiate P over the relationship in C at source time. If this
couldn’t be performed or if there are no P’s nodes that match with
the C’s relationship nodes, go to step 2a. Otherwise, record the
paradigm instance created.
The given order of steps of transformational analysis process need not
be followed strictly; the main purpose of introducing it is to precisely define
the output of transformational analysis. For example, one may choose to
instantiate a relationship paradigm on an application domain concept prior
to actually determining its structural paradigm.
A successful transformational analysis results in only one of the pos-
sible solutions and carrying out transformational analysis differently can
lead to another one. Deciding which solution is the best is out of the scope
of this method.
4.3 A Transformational Analysis Example
Consider again the text editing buffers debugging code concept whose
feature diagram is shown in Fig. 3c. Assume that the File feature matches
with the class paradigm, and that its features read and write represent
methods, while name and status are its attributes. Further, assume that
the file types inherit from this base file class. In this example, transfor-
mational analysis of the text editing buffer’s file debugging code part will
performed. For this purpose, the feature corresponding to it, Debugging
Code.File, will be factored out as a concept.
As may be seen from Fig. 3c, the file debugging code consists of
reading and writing part. Debugging Code.File.reading is concerned with
reading files and supposed to provide an information on the type of the
file before it has been read. Debugging Code.File.writing should provide
an information on the status of the file after it has been written to.
One could choose the method paradigm for both these features be-
cause they represent functionality. However, a more careful examination
of the description of the two features given in the previous paragraph re-
veals that this functionality is performed in connection with some other
functionality. Recalling that the debugging code should be plugable, and
thus separated from the rest of the code as much as possible, brings us to
another form of expressing functionality in AspectJ: the advice paradigm.
As shown in Fig. 8, both Debugging Code.File.reading and Debugging
Code.
File.writing match with the body of a separate advice. An advice performs
its actions with respect to the join points specified by a pointcut. In both
cases, the pointcut would be unnamed, as we need it only for this one
application, and thus final (Pointcut.final). The context of the read method
execution object would be needed to determine the file type in reading file
advice and file status in writing file advice. Thus, the context should be
exported by the pointcut (Pointcut.context) to be used by the advice (Ad-
vice.context). The reading file advice should be run before (Advice.before)
the calls to File.read method, while the writing file advice should be run
after (Advice.after) the calls to File.write method.
Note that Fig. 8 presents actually five paradigm instances: two point-
cuts, two advices, and one aspect. Since paradigm instances are concept
instances (see Sect. 2.4), and concept instances are specialized con-
cepts, each paradigm instance could be presented in a separate diagram,










































Fig. 8. The file debugging code concept transformational analysis; an as-
pect with two advices.
5 Code Skeleton Design
Code skeleton design is performed by traversing paradigm instances and
writing the source code manually. The paradigm instances obtained in
transformational analysis define the code skeleton, but the notes made
during transformational analysis (as those accompanying the feature model
element transformational analysis example) may also help mold the skele-
ton more accurately and make it more concrete.
In code skeleton design, first the instances of structural paradigms
are transformed into code. Subsequently, the instances of relationship
paradigms are transformed, too.
The first step produces the basis for the second one because relation-
ship paradigms are usually not represented by independent syntactical
structures, but rather attached to the syntactical structures representing
structural paradigms.
Following the transformational analysis of the file debugging code con-
cept presented as a paradigm instance in Fig. 8, we could write the fol-
lowing code:
aspect FileDC {
before ( F i l e f ) : target ( f ) && c a l l (∗ F i l e . read ( . . ) ) {
. . . }
a f te r ( F i l e f ) : target ( f ) && c a l l (∗ F i l e . w r i t e ( . . ) ) {
. . . }
}
The code represents an aspect with two advices. The first one is being
executed before reading any file, and the second one after writing each
file. Both advices expose the current File object which is to be utilized in
the advice bodies in order to output the file type in the first advice, and file
status in the second advice.
6 Related Approaches
Conceptually, MPDFM is closest to multi-paradigm design (MPD) [4]. By
employing feature modeling, MPDFM introduces several improvements.
One of the most important improvements is overcoming the MPD’s prob-
lem of having to decide the conceptual correspondence between the pa-
radigm and application domain concept at once.8 By performing transfor-
mational analysis as a bottom-up paradigm instantiation over application
domain concepts, the correspondence is decided part by part, at lower
level features, which are more easily compared.
Feature modeling in MPDFM also enables to visualize hierarchical re-
lationships between the commonalities and variabilities in both application
and solution domain models. In MPD, variability dependency graphs are
used for this, but they are not capable of expressing variability constraints
as feature diagrams are. Moreover, they are used only in application do-
main models, while representing hierarchical relationships between solu-
tion domain concepts, i.e. paradigms, is also needed.
While binding time in MPD is an attribute of a concept as a whole,
in MPDFM binding time is specified precisely where it applies: at individ-
ual variable features. Also, instantiation in MPD is just an attribute of a
concept, while in MPDFM it may be modeled in more details by features.
Feature modeling enables to have a visual control over transforma-
tional analysis in MPDFM. Its output, annotated paradigm instances, pro-
vide enough information about the mapping between the application and
8 In fact, MPD uses different terminology than MPDFM, e.g. a domain in MPD denotes a concept
in MPDFM. See [20] for a detailed comparison.
solution domain concepts to obtain the main part of the code skeleton
from their trees, while in MPD, transformational analysis results are only
a guide in choosing a paradigm for an application domain concept.
Negative variability, which is in MPD presented in separate tables
(negative variability tables), is in feature modeling modeled by features.
The negative variability features of paradigms are actually their special-
izations (e.g., consider the template specialization [4]).
A design method proposed in connection with multi-paradigm pro-
gramming in Leda [22] is also related to MPDFM. However, while MPDFM
is domain-oriented, Leda design method is concerned with the design of
one system.
The substantial difference is that MPDFM is performed in a bottom-up
fashion, and Leda design method in a top-down fashion, which is related
to the large-scale paradigm view it’s being based on. The granularity of
large-scale paradigms corresponds to the top level of a system or sub-
system. However, the selection of the main paradigm for the system or
a part of it is a hard decision to make at once. In Leda design method,
a paradigm is selected based on the analysis of the application of each
available paradigm impact to lower levels of the system.
Application domain feature modeling is a common activity of both gen-
erative programming [17] and MPDFM, so it may be performed without
having to decide which one of these approaches will be employed. Tak-
ing a closer look at generative programming reveals that it also aims at
employing multiple paradigms. The difference is in the selection of para-
digms: while in MPDFM it is performed directly as a matter of the primary
concern, in generative programming it can be viewed as being built into
the generator.
7 Conclusions and Further Work
A new method of multi-paradigm software development called multi-para-
digm design with feature modeling (MPDFM) has been proposed in this
article. In this method, feature modeling is used to model both applica-
tion and solution domain. For this purpose, Czarnecki-Eisenecker feature
modeling [17] has been extended and adapted.
Consequently, transformational analysis, the key activity of multi-para-
digm design, in which paradigms (solution domain concepts) appropriate
for given application domain concepts are being selected, has been pro-
posed in terms of feature modeling as a bottom-up paradigm instantiation
over application domain concepts. Subsequently, code skeleton, the final
output of MPDFM, is obtained by traversing the trees of annotated para-
digm instances, which represent the output of transformational analysis,
and writing the source code manually.
To obtain the whole code skeleton, transformational analysis should
be performed for each application domain concept, as explained in Sect. 4.2.
It is also possible to perform transformational analysis only of some ap-
plication domain concepts (e.g., the critical ones) and do the rest of the
design without MPDFM. The rest of the design would be restricted by such
partial transformational analysis results.
Creating a feature model of a solution domain can be viewed as a spe-
cialization of MPDFM with respect to transformational analysis. Parts of
such a specialization of MPDFM to AspectJ regarding its aspect-oriented
paradigms have been presented and applied in this article; its whole pa-
radigm model is available in [18]. The AspectJ paradigm model has been
successfully applied in transformational analysis of a feature model of the
domain of feature modeling itself [18] (the feature model of feature mod-
eling is available also in [19]).
From the viewpoint of aspect-oriented software development, transfor-
mational analysis according to the AspectJ paradigm model enables an
early aspect identification. Of course, such aspects are valid in the con-
text of AspectJ only, but this is also the case with language-specific design
notations such as [23], which have to be used due to large differences in
aspect-oriented mechanisms provided by individual aspect-oriented lan-
guages. An important difference is that an application domain model ex-
pressed in such a notation is heavily language-dependent, which is not
the case with an application domain model in MPDFM.
In MPDFM, both application and solution domain feature models are
reused as a whole: different application domains may be implemented
in the same solution domain, and an application domain may be imple-
mented in several solution domains. However, some domains overlap,
and this happens even if one of them is an application domain and the
other one is a solution domain. Thus, the issue of overlapping domains is
worth considering as a step towards reuse of individual concepts.
The reuse of individual concepts which are similar to each other would
require their generalization. Subsequently, they would appear as special-
izations of a more general concept. This would be particularly useful for
paradigm models of related programming languages. Another interest-
ing topic for further work would be experimenting with specialization of
MPDFM to design patterns or other intermediate solution domains and
combinations of these in conjunction with programming languages as
such.
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